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Speaking for myself
“ON BOARD” SINCE JANUARY OF THIS YEAR, I am still
new to the team. As a member of the Deutsche Telekom
board of directors, and as the CEO of T-Systems, I am responsible for T-Systems business across the globe. And? –
Did I ﬁnd what I expected? The answer is: Absolutely! As an
ICT service provider, the Telekom subsidiary is the undisputed number 1 in Germany and one of the leading companies
in Europe. When it comes to our clients and the trust and
long-term relationships we have built with them, T-Systems
is one-of-a-kind. What do our people bring to the table that
has allowed us to reach this position, and to not just maintain, but also expand it?
For me, it is the fact that we are the only one in the market that is capable of producing, managing, and developing
both components required in ICT (IT and Telecommunications). What makes us different is our ability to deal with the
complexities and scale of the ICT landscape with deep
technical expertise and talents. These are the things that
make digitization even possible in the ﬁrst place. Facilitating
the best possible client experience for private customers on
their smartphones and personal computers is already quite
a benchmark. However, establishing new processes in the
digital world for business clients calls for a completely different level of reliability, responsibility, and expertise. Being
smart on one hand – at the front end – is a must. Our focus
is on providing end-to-end solutions that are simple, innovative, and reliable. That is exactly what we are. How we deal
with our clients’ business-critical issues is what distinguishes us – for example, developing an agile software solution for one of the world’s largest automakers using a
mainframe, so they can introduce new solutions to their
clients within a few days or even hours in a reliable and scalable way – now that is smart!
Of course, everyone thinks of autonomous driving
when we talk about cars and digitization. But digitization
is a lot more. We are focusing on: connected driving as
well as helping auto manufacturers run their businesses
more efﬁciently.

The auto industry is just one example. We are also developing solutions and competencies in other industries. The
way we guide companies on their digital journey is our
unique selling proposition. These are the same companies
that entrust us with their “mission critical topics”. This is the
recurring message I have heard from our clients I have visited since I joined the company: “If anyone can do it, it’s
you!” This, I believe, is what distinguishes T-Systems, and I
am very proud of that.
German companies have the reputation of being too
detailed at times, over-engineered perhaps, and always
wanting 100 percent. This is where I would like to start. We
want to become more agile and faster in innovations, to free
up key functions from complexity, to shorten decision-making paths, to become fast in executing our decisions, and to
create lean and agile structures. Measured only in terms of
its sheer size – keyword “on board” – the Telekom is of
course one big ﬂagship in the Telecom industry. By comparison, T-Systems should function more like a speed boat.
Can we ﬁll this role? – I say: Yes.
One thing is certain: Jumping head-ﬁrst into challenges
is part of our DNA. We are motivated, curious, and eager to
be the speed boat of digitization for our clients. T-Systems
celebrates its 18th anniversary as a company this year! We
have accomplished a lot over these 18 years, but have lots
more to look forward to. We are starting on a new journey that
will put us back in the leadership position, where we belong!
To be successful in our new journey, we must optimize all
processes and systems along the value chain with a clear
focus on our client’s success and leadership in the market.
My promise is to lead us on this new and exciting journey.
With warm regards,

Adel Al
Saleh
Al-Saleh
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SMART. The term is synonymous with intelligent, clever, or crafty.
And it is certain that almost every area of our life and work is
currently undergoing enormous changes. A development that
requires engaging strategies from companies, organizations,
and public administrations.
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When digitization
matures.
THE VISIONARY. That people
want easy access to food, shelter,
and mobility is a logical
development to Ida Auken.
Kind of like the free radicals of
digitization.

AR as a driver of smart services.
ANALYZE IT. According to IDC analyst Lynn Thorenz,
half of all global added value will be digitized by 2021.
Not least because in smart companies virtually every employee
becomes a developer whose independent digital innovations
contribute to economic success.
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Patchwork is being replaced by
one big concept.
NETWORKED CITY. The examples of Hamburg, Bonn, and
Monheim show how different metropolises, medium-sized towns,
and smaller municipalities will double the “smart city market
volume” to 43 billion euros by 2022 in Germany alone.

Staying in the same lane is a
thing of the past.
MAGNA. The vehicle manufacturer and supplier supports the
production lines of its plant in Graz with driverless transport
systems that move freely through the assembly halls.

26 Really, everything smart?
ESSAY. Our guest author Peter Glaser uses
buzzwords to pose a fundamental question:
What is it actually?
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LINDE. The Munich-based global company has placed its
worldwide network infrastructure under the protection of the
new Cyber Defense and Security Operation Center (SOC) of
Deutsche Telekom.
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Mediterranean Sea

SAUDI
ARABIA

E G Y P T

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
envisions Neom, the city of the
future, being built on the
Red Sea coast where Saudi
Arabia meets Jordan and Egypt.

Red
Sea

WELCOME
The world’s most
an entire new land,
way of

Smart world
As we moved into a new millennium, everything remotely
digital, sustainable, connected and connective became
“smart”. Today, Google has recorded two billion instances
of the term. A lexical survey of today’s biggest smart
themes and where they’re headed.
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From pilot to business

The invitations sent to Neom project
participants mention USD 500 billion
that the Kingdom of Saudia Arabia and
international investors plan to use to
launch the megacity of the future.

TO NEOM
ambitious project:
purpose-built for a new
living.

COPY
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Sabrina Waffenschmidt

n Neom, robots will one day outnumber people. Cars
will drive themselves; drones will deliver the mail. The
city will be powered by 100% renewable energy. And
its residents will develop the technologies of tomorrow: transportation, biotechnology, IT, media. SaudiArabia is preparing for a post-oil future by building the
world’s most advanced city for USD 500 billion on the Red
Sea. Neom, the new Babel.
The self-proclaimed “most ambitious project in the
world” is intended to occupy a slice of land bordered by
Jordan and Egypt and cover an area of staggering proportions: more than 10,000 square miles, or 33 times the size
of New York. Sponsoring the project is Crown Prince
Mohammad bin Salman, who has tapped Klaus Kleinfeld,
the former CEO of Siemens, to run the grandiose venture.
The ﬁrst stage of construction is scheduled to be completed by 2025.
These days, building a smart megacity from scratch is
almost de rigueur for any self-respecting country, particularly in Asia and the Arab world: Masdar in Abu Dhabi, New
Songdo City in South Korea, Nanhui New City in China.
Smart city concepts have been springing up all over the
world. Tech giant Alphabet’s Sidewalk Labs is planning its

Rural/City Home

vision of a smart city in Toronto, Canada, with the
The world’s ﬁrst
Quayside neighborhood. Here, too, autonomous
smart megacity
is projected to be
vehicles will zip through the streets as underground
33 times larger
robots dispose of waste or deliver packages to resithan New York City.
dents. In Milan, Milano4You, a digital neighborhood being built from scratch for 3,000 people, will
be based on two fundamental elements: free energy and
extensive connectivity.

SMART CITY
Also see: smart governance, smart mobility, smart
energy, smart health, smart logistics, smart retail,
smart waste collection
While Asia and North America build high-tech cities from
the ground up, European countries and cities are more focused on integrating digital products and processes into
government and public life. Cities such as Amsterdam,
Copenhagen and Vienna adopted smart city strategies long
ago. However, in Germany and its European neighbors, the
vision of a city that makes residents’ lives easier, safer and
more energy-efﬁcient is being largely pursued by cities, researchers and companies in standalone projects, initiatives
and alliances.

33 x NYC

€ 576 bn
Strategy consultancy Accenture expects the market for
car-related digital services to generate over half a trillion euros
in revenue by 2030.

SMART RURAL AREAS
Also see: smart governance, smart mobility, smart
health, smart energy, smart logistics, smart retail,
smart farming, smart country
Experts have recently begun to expand the debate beyond
the smart city to also include the smart rural area – the use
of smart technology outside cities. Prospects are dimmer
in the countryside; fast Internet is nowhere to be found.
That’s despite the fact that two-thirds of Germany’s population lives in semi-urban and sparsely populated regions.
Moreover, many small and medium-sized businesses, leading providers and hidden champions are based in rural
areas, particularly in Germany. For many years, these areas
gave out large incentives to attract companies and grow
the local economy.
Today, this hard-won economic strength is in danger. An
astounding 28 percent of all German companies don’t have
access to even 50-megabit Internet. “We shouldn’t be satis-

Logistics
Rate of increase for
road cargo transportation in Germany
until 2030:

40 %

Source: Transport Ministry

City ﬂow instead of urban
trafﬁc – smart trafﬁc guidance
systems can reduce trafﬁc
jams in downtown areas by as
much as 40 percent.

SMART MOBILITY
Also see: smart energy, smart logistics, smart ofﬁce
Transportation is a keystone project for any forward-looking
city. Smart mobility excels at offering safety, efﬁciency, low
cost and low emissions. These beneﬁts apply to all means
of transport, but none more so than the automobile. Today,
the automotive industry’s biggest trends are digitization,
electriﬁcation and automated driving. The opportunities are
enormous. And so is the pressure.
A quick survey of last year’s International Motor Show
(IAA) in Frankfurt made one thing abundantly clear: electric
vehicles have evolved from a unique selling proposition to
an industry standard. But the real paradigm shift in the automotive industry is digitization. Accenture, a management
consultancy, has estimated that digital automotive services
could generate EUR 576 billion in revenue by 2030.
One particularly attractive prospect is the ability to integrate digital voice assistants, connected car services and
cloud platforms that support services ranging from shopping to car trunk deliveries. These location-based services
will in turn enable other new business models such as
personalized navigation systems that tightly integrate the

Photos: Daimler AG, Accenture

“There is no such thing as the ONE smart city. Every city is
unique with its own strengths and focuses,” said Prof. Ina
Schieferdecker, Director of the Fraunhofer Institute for Open
Communication Systems FOKUS and Spokesperson of the
Smart City Network Berlin. “Every city has to approach
smart city solutions from a different angle in order to realize
them in the fastest, easiest, most urgent or most userfriendly way possible.”
Unlike grandiose blue-sky visions like Neom, where
money is (almost) no object, most cities aim to break down
a vision for public spaces (cf. “Local cities” page 14). “Berlin
has so many amazing solutions, but many are too smallscale. That’s why Berlin has an extremely active smart city
network with over 130 partners from industry, academia and
government working to scale up these micro-sized pilot
projects,” said Schieferdecker. “The best thing, though, is
that, in a city like Berlin, the big challenges coincide with the
biggest opportunities.”
You have to view the smart city as a process, says
Schieferdecker. The ﬁrst step is to build smart city awareness and then identify all the potential latent in your city.
Next, you move from individual silo solutions to a systemic
solution. In other words, the public IT system has to evolve
in such a way that everyone can participate in it if they want
to. “All the big corporations recognized smart cities as an
important market a long time ago and have one or more
smart city solutions in their portfolios. Many companies have
migrated the smart city from their research unit to their business unit. It’s now part of their bread-and-butter business.
And that’s one of the reasons why it needs open interfaces,”
said Schieferdecker.

ﬁed with jitter-free video streaming in big cities,” said Eric
Schweitzer, President of the Association of German Chambers of Commerce and Industry (DIHK), in an interview with
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, a daily newspaper. “Germany’s world market leaders need access to the digitized
global economy, even if they’re located in the countryside.”
But without broadband Internet, the companies and
young people will move away; the economy will stagnate. Internet access has risen higher on site selectors’ checklists. Moreover, smart solutions like
driverless vehicles or innovative logistics schemes
can often be trialed much more easily out in the
country, where they not only drive innovation, but can
counteract rural ﬂight as well.
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From pilot to business

A joint trade show exhibit from Accenture
and supermarket chain Coop showcases the
future of grocery shopping.

Retail, Shopping
Percentage of retailers
who want to retain
or expand their sales
ﬂoor space:
Source: EHI, Cologne

66 %

In three years, virtual assistants from Amazon,
Microsoft, Apple and others will represent a 3.5 billion
US dollar market and help people with a wide range of
tasks, including shopping in cyberspace.

Internet, locations and local offerings. Soon, we’ll look at
mobility very differently. Once driving is optional, the car
will become a relaxing refuge – or a fully connected workstation. Productivity while driving is one of the most alluring
promises for the future.

SMART LOGISTICS

or other distributed energy systems, or they can sell surplus
power to their neighbors by exporting it to the grid. That’s the
basic idea behind Brooklyn Microgrid, a pilot project in New
York City. Here, transactions between consumers and private
providers use blockchain technology and are settled in digital
currency. The project aims to compensate for ﬂuctuations in
solar power generation.
However, the real runaway trend among private households is probably smart speakers and digital assistants. Market volumes and user numbers have mushroomed; experts
are already forecasting USD 3.5 billion in revenue in 2021.
Apple, Amazon and Microsoft are locked in a vicious battle
for which digital assistant is the smartest: Siri, Alexa or Cortana. The three digital behemoths employ thousands of inventors whose job solely consists of this one challenge. And
the prize that they stand to win? More data and knowledge
about customers and consumers – and dominance of the
artiﬁcial intelligence space.

SMART RETAIL
Also see: smart logistics, smart shelves,
smart shopping cart
Planning, ordering and warehousing are already highly automated in retail. But as consumer tastes change and competition heats up, retailers have responded by upgrading
their stores with advanced retail solutions. Plans for capital
investment have set new records, particularly in retailing,
according to a DIHK survey from autumn 2017. Today’s
customers want a smart store that serves up a fully con-

Photos: Deutsche Telekom AG, Simon Birt/Starship Technologies, Daimler AG

Also see: smart energy, smart meter,
smart grid, smart objects
The heart of every smart home is the smart meter – an intelligent electricity meter that exchanges data with a connected
smart grid. With a smart meter, homeowners can consume
the electricity they generate with rooftop photovoltaic panels

26.4 %

Source: Arthur D. Little

INA SCHIEFERDECKER, Director of the Fraunhofer Institute for Open Communication Systems

SMART HOME

Smart Home
Annual growth rate
of the German smart
home market:

“All big corporations have recognized
smart cities as a market.”

Also see: smart mobility, smart retail
Connectivity and automation are big innovation drivers in
logistics, too. Around three-quarters of all goods shipments
in Germany travel by road, with the volume projected to increase another 40 percent by 2030, according to the German Transport Ministry. There is plenty of slack in this
system, though. Deadhead trips account for around onethird of all transportation, while loading and unloading requires long wait times. That’s why all major truck
manufacturers are developing connected, automated vehicles that solve multiple cargo transportation problems in
one fell swoop: driving times, safety, operating costs – and
impending gridlock on the roads.
Embedding connectivity in trucks and the entire supply
chain enables real-time route monitoring and cargo ﬂow
optimization. When shippers, carriers and consignees receive the real-time information that they need along the
entire supply chain, they can adapt and synchronize routes
and logistics processes on the ﬂy. And that saves time and
money and reduces CO2 emissions.
One of the most pressing topics in smart logistics is the
last mile. As e-commerce continues to grow, many cities
struggle to manage its many side effects, including more
trafﬁc jams, delayed deliveries and a shortage of good locations for cargo handling. Luckily, these problems have solutions: drone deliveries, robot mail carriers and car trunk
deliveries.
All these solutions require smart locks. With these electronic locks, digital keys can be used universally to access
physical resources such as cars, doors, cabinets or parcel
drop boxes as well as logical resources such as workstations,
systems or programs. One app can safely control these disparate access scenarios. Digital keys are cheap, allow realtime user identiﬁcation and can be immediately invalidated
if lost. As an added bonus, you can even collect personal
bonus points with a mobile loyalty card if you want.
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From pilot to business

Transport & Logistics
Percentage of
retailers using or
planning click-andcollect services:

54 %

Source: EHI/Cologne

Starship Technologies, a start-up
created by Skype founders Janus Friis
und Ahti Heinla, plans to build a
delivery service based on robots strong
enough to carry shopping bags
weighing up to 22 pounds. The robots
will perform services such transporting
groceries to customers for
supermarkets.

bestpractice@t-systems.com
www.t-systems.com/perspectives/smart-city
www.t-systems.com/manufacturing/smart-factory
www.t-systems.com/manufacturing/smart-logistics

Mobility
Increase in market
volume for autonomous driving
functions by 2025:
Source: Bain & Company

Solely autonomous – the smart vision EQ
fortwo concept car is the ﬁrst Daimler Group
vehicle to do away with the pedals and
steering wheel completely.

nected shopping experience. A place where real products
are integrated in a digital world and where they receive highquality, personalized advice and assistance, all based on
connected technologies and big data applications.
To collect this data, cameras and sensors will monitor
consumers’ shopping behavior ever more closely. As customers approach the store, devices mounted outdoors will
track how many people come from which directions at which
times; inside the store, equipment will track how visitors move
through the store and what they’re interested in. Smart shopping carts might play a pivotal role in supermarkets and steer
customers to relevant items, display recipes in the produce
section, send out personalized coupons and eliminate the
need to stand in line at the cash register. Smart shelves can
autonomously place replenishment orders or assess the
customer’s mood to provide better service.
From Neom to Berlin to rural areas, our world is getting
smarter every day. Soon, billions of things, people and infrastructures will be connected to one another, communicate
with one another and interact with one another. According
to a study by management consulting ﬁrm McKinsey, the
Internet of things may generate up to USD 11 trillion dollars
in value by 2025. That’s equal to about eleven percent of the
world economy. Onward to the smart future!

150 %

Smart
company:
Everyone is
a developer

A future-oriented IT architecture and
employees who can create digital
innovations independently – to IDC expert
Lynn Thorenz, this is the essence of
economic success in the digital era.

COPY

Sven Hansel

Ms. Thorenz, is smart computing also a hot topic for IDC analysts?
Deﬁnitely. According to our forecasts, 30 percent of large cities globally,
for example, will be developing a results-oriented smart city IoT platform
strategy this year.
With the aim of?
For example, to connect devices, collect and manage data from different
city domains and technology providers, quickly implement new solutions, and achieve a uniﬁed view of the city. We also expect that in two
years, 15 percent of major global civil protection organizations in cities
and countries will use a combination of augmented and virtual reality
solutions to better assess and respond to dangerous situations.
Do you expect this development in private companies as well?
Essentially, yes. Already last year, we argued that all companies must
start to transition their working methods to digital innovation networks.
This has not changed, and many are on the right track. However, for
some it is already ﬁve to twelve.

FOCUS
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Lynn Thorenz/IDC

What do you mean?
Particularly in small and medium-sized enterprises, we still see ERP as the core application
of the company, integrated into older infrastructures, but nobody dares to touch them. Such
legacy systems, however, do not allow their IT to
be upgraded holistically, as is necessary for digitization and the smart enterprise.
So, instead?
To become smart, companies need what we call
a “DX platform”. DX stands for “Digital Experience,” a forward-looking IT architecture that enables products and services to be brought to
market quickly, while simultaneously modernizing IT from the inside out. This platform is always
oriented outwardly, data driven, and has open
interfaces for application programming. Cloud
services are a central enabler for this.
And there is no alternative?
Correct, because according to our forecasts,
half of global added value will be digitized by
2021. Digitized services, working methods, and
relationships will drive growth in all sectors.
Companies that do not follow suit and continue
to rely on their legacy IT are in for a rude awakening. The big cut is coming in ten years. At that
point, digital transformation will have come a
long way and those who are not properly positioned by then will only be able to operate in
shrinking markets.

“According to our forecasts,
half of global added value will be
digitized by 2021.”
LYNN THORENZ,

Photos: plainpicture/Hero Images, www.sarahkastner.de

Associate Vice President of Research
& Consulting at IDC Germany and Switzerland

Why is that?
Cloud, networking, data analytics, artiﬁcial intelligence – these are just
a few of the cornerstones of the smart world. However, these must be
linked together on a wide variety of platforms and integrated deeply into
the company so that they can exploit their full potential. In the old IT
world, such challenges were solved with interfaces alone. But this will
not be enough in the smart world. APIs do not replace the DX platform.
What is needed is a platform strategy.

Bio
Lynn Thorenz is Associate Vice President of Research
& Consulting at IDC Germany and Switzerland. Her
analyses are mainly focused on the so-called third
platform (mobile computing, cloud services, big data,
analytics, and social networks).
Prior to joining IDC, Lynn Thorenz was a senior analyst
and consultant with Pierre Audoin Consultants (PAC).

And the cornerstones you mentioned are sustainable enough that the
investment is well worth it?
Absolutely: In just two years, 40 percent of all digital transformation
initiatives will use one form or another of artiﬁcial intelligence. And by
2021, it will be used in 75 percent of commercial enterprise applications. Or look at smart services, for example: We believe that by 2020,
a quarter of all ﬁeld technicians and knowledge specialists will use
augmented reality.
Do you expect a cross-company use of smart technologies?
Yes, we will experience more and more applications that can be created
with little or no programming skills. In other words, an increasing number of employees without IT or other technical expertise will be able to
develop programs and create digital innovations. As a result of this “low
code, no code” principle, there will be a lot of developers without technical backgrounds. Everyone will have powerful tools at their ﬁngertips
they can use to purposefully create solutions to their problems. However, this will only happen if a company knows how to exploit this potential and provide its employees access to such tools. You have to
create a culture where everyone is a developer.
Are you conﬁdent that this will work?
This trend will be unstoppable. Look at how naturally today’s seven-yearolds play with robotics that already exists in their Lego toys. Being smart
is not a question of technology, it starts in the mind.
https://twitter.com/thorenzlynn
idc.de
idc.com

Networked
city

Berlin, Paris, Cologne, or Karlsruhe: Cities of all
sizes are claiming to be smart cities. However,
projects worldwide still largely consist of
individual solutions. The patchwork, however,
could soon be combined into one single system
in some cities. Only then will the digitization of
the urban ecosystem truly unfold its advantages.
What is urgently needed: Three million people
are bustling into the cities every week. This
poses huge challenges to urban regions. How
to prevent a total trafﬁc gridlock or bring
pollution under control? The smart city aims to
solve such problems.

COPY

The city of Hamburg and Deutsche
Telekom are equipping around
11,000 inner city parking spaces with
sensors that identify available spaces
for drivers and, if desired, can
navigate the vehicle to the open
parking spot. All the sensors should
be installed by the end of 2019.

Roger Homrich

I

t’s ten minutes in Frankfurt. Nine in Berlin or Cologne.
Motorists in cities looking for a parking space need to
be patient – even if they opt for using a parking garage,
where hunting down a spot still takes an average of six
minutes. This means that motorists in Germany spend
around 41 hours per year searching for parking spaces, according to Inrix, a provider of data-based trafﬁc analysis. This
costs time, is expensive, and pollutes the air in inner cities,
which are already plagued by too much exhaust. Taking an
economic point of view, the Inrix study states that every single
motorist spends 900 euros per year searching for parking.
This totals around 40 billion euros for all of Germany.

INTELLIGENT PARKING MANAGEMENT
Smart parking solutions that will help reduce trafﬁc and exhaust emissions in city centers are, therefore, high on the
agendas of city councils for smart city projects. For years now,
cities have tried to lure their visitors through parking guidance
systems as quickly as possible to the nearest parking garage
or direct them to park and ride services outside the cities. But
the stream of motorists wanting the best spot right next to the
shopping zone has not wavered. According to a study by Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, motorists searching for
parking still make up around 30 percent of city trafﬁc.
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Setting the example

Hamburg has been breaking new ground since the beginning of 2018. By the end of 2019, the Hanseatic city, aided
by Deutsche Telekom, will be equipped with around 11,000
inner city parking spaces that have sensors. The sensors are
embedded in the ground and use infrared radiation and
magnetic ﬁelds to detect whether a vehicle is above them.
Free spaces are reported to the “Park and Joy” app, which
displays and navigates users to open parking. Users can pay
for parking using the app and even extend the parking time
at any time from their smartphones. Plus, anyone who leaves
their parking space earlier than planned will be refunded
money for any unused parking time.
According to a preliminary study for the smart city project, every search for parking in the city of Hamburg costs
drivers 1.35 euros and causes 1.3 kilograms of carbon dioxide. “We have to start using parking spaces more intelligently than before. The app makes ﬁnding parking easier
for drivers. It reduces search trafﬁc and the burden on our
roads,” explains Hamburg’s State Council Bernd Krösser at
the start of the project in January 2018. In a later phase of
the project, the Hamburg authorities want to combine
searching for a parking space with the continuation of travel
by bus, train, or rental bike.

NARROWBAND IOT – A KEY TECHNOLOGY

Photos: Deutsche Telekom AG (2), Getty Images/Moment

Park and Joy is a good example of how new technologies
are enabling smart solutions for cities. Deutsche Telekom
uses sensors for smart parking that transmit the collected
information using the NarrowBand IoT (NBIoT) radio standard. The sensors are especially advantageous for broad
use: They are durable and consume extremely little energy.
One battery, for example, can last up to eight years, which
keeps the maintenance effort for the city of Hamburg manageable. Deutsche Telekom wants to work with authorities
from other cities like Dortmund, Duisburg, Darmstadt, and
Bonn to install during this year the same extensive network
of sensors being tested for the ﬁrst time in Hamburg.
On the occasion of the UN Climate Change Conference
in November 2017, the go-ahead for smart city projects was
also given in Bonn. It starts with the intelligent networking

Drivers in Hamburg can ﬁnd parking more easily
with the “Park and Joy” app. Sensors embedded in
the ground register whether a parking spot is
occupied or available.

“The ‘Park and
Joy’ app reduces
search trafﬁc
and the burden
on our roads.”
BERND KRÖSSER,
State Councillor of the Interior,
Hamburg

The city of Bonn launched its
smart city projects by
intelligently interconnecting
streetlights, dumpsters and air
quality monitoring stations.

of street lamps, dumpsters, and the measurement of air
quality. “This is an important step in the Digital Bonn Initiative,” says Ashok Sridharan, Mayor of the city. “In doing so,
we are strengthening Bonn as a city committed to innovation
and environmental protection.” To start, Deutsche Telekom
is networking the ﬁrst street lamps and recycling containers
in Bonn’s city center. Intelligent sensors and NBIoT radio
technology will be used like in Hamburg. The street lamps
are dimmable, darken using motion detectors, and automatically turn on and off. In addition, public utilities proactively
receive a message when a bulb is damaged or needs to be
replaced. The networked street lamps will save up to 60
percent of operating costs. The sensors in the recycling
containers measure the level so that municipal waste management only needs to empty the containers once they are
full. And overﬂowing containers can now also direct waste
management to make extra trips. On the other hand, waste
management companies save trips to containers that are
still half empty.
Telekom also provides software in Bonn that is used to
collect data on air quality. A street lamp sensor measures
various environmental data and periodically sends it to software in the cloud for analysis. Deutsche Telekom has already installed similar solutions in 18 European cities in ten
countries. Citizens and visitors in the Greek port city of Patras, for example, use smart parking spaces, like in Hamburg, and beneﬁt from networked lighting solutions.

EUROPE’S CITIES ARE BECOMING SMART
In the Czech Republic, T-Mobile is a strategic partner in a
project that collects and analyzes data from mobile networks through trafﬁc monitoring. This allows the ability to
draw conclusions about trafﬁc ﬂows. In the Czech Republic, the project has analyzed visits to 40 tourist hotspots;
the police, ﬁre departments, and rescue teams are using
the resulting information to improve their crisis planning
for major events.

The city of Bucharest is using a smart city solution speciﬁcally for the visitor management of Tineretului Park. The city
wishes to offer visitors better services before and during
their visit to the park. To this end, it relies on smart parking,
free internet hotspots, more security, and intelligent lighting. These standalone solutions are managed using a smart
city platform. All data converges here, where it is aggregated and displayed on a Deutsche Telekom dashboard.
This overview of the processes in and around the park
facilitates and improves the operation of the park in the
capital of Romania.
In Croatia, Deutsche Telekom subsidiary Hrvatski Telekom has initiated the largest pilot project in history to create
a charging network for electric vehicles. It consists of 101
charging stations in 70 cities. The solution combines the
necessary infrastructure with software that allows drivers of
electric vehicles to ﬁnd and reserve charging stations and
pay for them after charging. The cloud-based platform delivers the information in real time.

In Bucharest, a smart city platform handlies lighting,
parking and visitor management at Tineretului Park.

CENTRAL SMART CITY PLATFORMS
The solutions in the Czech Republic, Romania, and Croatia
show – albeit still on a small scale – that the smart city will
only reach its full potential once the individual solutions converge in a single cloud platform where they can be managed
centrally. However, according to Ralf Nejedl, Senior Vice
President of B2B, previous experiences with cross-border
smart city projects show that “in some locations, insufﬁcient
coordination between the departments of a city administration, as well as difﬁculties in cooperation between the public
and private sector persist. These aspects are, however, essential to the successful implementation of a smart city project.” In addition, there is usually a lack of proper smart city
strategy and a coherent plan to digitize the services.
To increase the number of leading smart cities by interna-

In Dubrovnik,
Croatia (top picture)
and Prague, Czech
Republic, smart city
projects have
improved the use of
electric vehicles and
the deployment of
emergency
responders for
major events

tional comparison, German cities especially need to have
closer cooperation and ﬁnd a holistic approach, recommends Harald A. Summa, Managing Director of eco, the
Association of the Internet Industry. To accomplish this, the
cities would have to ﬁnd a coherent strategy that integrates
many different smart city services.
“This is best achieved with a cross-segment smart city
platform that links all of the services,” says Summa. This is
conﬁrmed by market researchers from IDC. In a recent paper on the future of smart cities, they forecast that as many
as 30 percent of major global cities this year will develop a
smart city IoT platform strategy to connect devices for collecting and managing data from various city domains and
technology providers.
However, manufacturer-specific protocols and data
formats would need to be avoided when setting up such
platforms, warns Ingo Hofacker, IoT expert at T-Systems:
“An IP-based, open, scalable, and expandable horizontal
smart city management platform would allow government agencies, citizens, and suppliers to connect and
integrate objects and applications across the city.” To
accomplish this, Deutsche Telekom is relying on a multiIoT service platform. Using a web-based application of
this kind, municipalities monitor and control urban infrastructure from any device. It also lets residents track how
much electricity the new street lighting saves, how the
air quality has improved in the city center, or where there
is free parking space by allowing anyone to access the
processed data online.
mkeller@telekom.de (Markus Keller)
www.t-systems.com/perspectives/smart-city
www.t-systems.com/references/park-and-joy

900
euros
p.a.

Drivers impose nearly a
thousand euros in costs
every year by just
hunting for parking
spaces in German city
centers.
Source: Verkehrsdatenanalyse Inrix Europe GmbH
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Setting the example

INTERVIEW

Mr. Zimmermann, intelligent street lights, a citywide
broadband network for everyone, tablets in public
schools, and a paperless city council. What are your
smart city plans for 2018?
We will be installing a citywide high-speed Wi-Fi network
throughout the entire metropolitan area. Every resident and
visitor in our city will be able to surf the internet for free.
Speaking of free... Monheim am Rhein has the money to
offer services to its residents free of charge. Will this
continue into the future?
We plan to develop even more free services as part of our
smart city activities. For example, a city bicycle network will
be ready this year. Residents will be able to borrow standard
bicycles as well as e-bikes, transport bikes, and children’s
bicycles. The details are still being worked out. Our goal,
however, is to be able to offer this service to residents for
about ﬁve hours per week at no charge.

Photos: plainpicture/Design Pics/Terence Waeland, Jan Wlodarcyk/Alamy, Lena Böhm/imagetrust, Shutterstock

Is this service part of a larger project?
Yes. We want to provide every resident in the city with a
Monheim Pass. These cards will be sent out to everyone
automatically with no need to request one. Residents will
be able to use their card to borrow bicycles and access the
city library. The ultimate goal is for residents to be able to
manage all of their city services on the go by using this card.
In this respect, the pass can also function as a debit card.
And what about plans for 2019?
We will continue towards becoming a smart city. And we
have plenty of ideas to keep us busy. I don’t have
any speciﬁcs to share currently. Generally,
though, we will be focusing on parks, trafﬁc
management, and other services that residents will be able to take advantage of
using their Monheim Pass.
levent.dogan@t-systems.com
www.t-systems.com/news/
smart-city-monheim

Smart mayor,
smart city
In 2009, he was elected as the youngest
mayor in the history of North RhineWestphalia. Five years later, he was
re-elected with 94.64 percent of the vote.
Today, Daniel Zimmermann, the 35-yearold Mayor of Monheim am Rhein, has
managed to signiﬁcantly reduce trade
taxes while increasing city revenue
tenfold. The city maintains cash reserves
of more than 100 million euros, although
it has been investing heavily in smart city
projects, for example.
COPY

Roger Homrich

“Programmers are faster
than regulators”
How will digitization impact what we do and who we are twelve
years from now? A prescient prediction from Ida Auken, a
theologian and Denmark’s former minister for the environment.

COPY

Heinz-Jürgen Köhler

W

elcome to the year 2030. Welcome to my
city – or should I say, ‘our city’…” Thus
begins an article that Ida Auken wrote in
2016 for the World Economic Forum. In
it, she astutely crystallizes modern-day
social and technological trends into a depiction of everyday
life in 2030. In the future, people have free access to everything they need: food, transportation, accommodation. “The
main trend underlying this vision,” says Auken, “is the shift
from product to service. Every product is essentially a service waiting to be used.”

SHARING PLUS THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
So what’s the engine powering the sharing economy? It’s
digitization. Only a digital platform can hold and manage all
the information that sharing requires. “Convenience is essential. People will only share if it’s easy,” notes Auken. The
sharing economy is inevitable, she believes. “Cars spend
95 percent of their time parked. It’s absurd not to use them.”
Society will have to adopt the circular economy, too, says
Auken. That’s because, in a sharing economy, products are
high-quality and designed for durability. Waste produced by
consumption is recycled, not thrown away
The politician had hoped that her predictive statement
at the World Economic Forum would raise awareness. “But
it opened my own eyes, too. I hadn’t realized that these
trends represented such a serious threat to privacy.” We put
our privacy at risk long before we let companies use our
homes for business meetings in 2030; instead, the threat
begins the moment our trips are documented by a shared
vehicle. Digitization and social media have essentially set
back privacy 200 years, according to Auken. “Two centuries
ago, people lived in small communities where everyone
knew everyone else’s business. Today, big corporations
know a tremendous amount about consumers’ private – and
possibly intimate – lives.”
She equates our current treatment of data to environmental attitudes in the 1960s. “Back then, people didn’t
worry about trash or emissions,” warns the former Danish

environmental minister. “But people ought to know what’s
being done with their data.” This isn’t something that individual nations can regulate away. “The problem with the
digital world is that it doesn’t care about borders. What we
need is an international democratic debate about what governments and corporations ought to know about us.” This
approach has a weakness, though: “Programmers are
always faster than regulators.”
That’s why we need a broad set of ground rules to protect us in interactions with one another in the digital age. For
example, ten technology human rights that unambiguously
deﬁne universal property rights and rights of use.
Digitization is being adopted at very different speeds,
says Auken. “There are insiders and outsiders.” The outsiders are people who reject digital transformation entirely
or have simply been left behind. The outsiders are people
who reject digital transformation entirely or have simply
been left behind. “Much larger than the group that felt shortchanged by globalization, for example.” Only one thing can
stop this from happening: education. “In a practical sense,
people should know how to use, create and program digital
services. But we also need to encourage critical thinking
about technology,” says Auken.

NEW APPROACH TO DECISION-MAKING
As a politician, Auken practices something she calls “reversed lobbyism”. “When people come to me with a speciﬁc
concern, I try to help them. And I share my message about
sustainability and the circular economy.”
Interpersonal interaction is what really drives progress,
in her view. People of different cultural and educational
backgrounds come together and share ideas. “Bringing
people together unleashes a kind of magic. I also see it as
a new way to experiment with decision-making.”

twitter.com/IdaAuken
www.idaauken.dk
www.t-systems.com/digital-transformation

Bio
Ida Auken (born in 1978)
pushed Denmark’s transformation toward environmental
sustainability and a circular
economy during her time as
environmental minister from
2011-14. At the G20 summit
in Rio in 2012, the ordained
Lutheran priest chaired the EU
conference of environmental
ministers.
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Pioneer Ida Auken

By

Photo: Claus Bjoern Larsen

2030
Denmark plans to meet
all its energy needs
from renewable sources.
That’s what Ida Auken
is ﬁghting for.

A smart world
needs
smart security
As our world swiftly becomes more connected, security
demands are taking on an entirely new level of importance.
To ward off cyber attacks, industrial gas specialist Linde
uses Deutsche Telekom’s Cyber Defense and
Security Operation Center (SOC) in Bonn.

COPY

Sven Hansel

S

hanghai’s metro transports three billion passengers every year, an 8.7 magnitude earthquake in Los Angeles would cause 200 billion
US dollars in damage, and residents of São
Paulo spend an average of 45 days in trafﬁc
jams – the trend toward urbanization can only be maintained
with the support of technological advances. It is becoming
a key factor to the quality of life. However, it is far from having
entered most people’s consciousness, so that new thinking
in IT security is necessary to promote this technological
advance. In short: A smart world needs smart security.
The blueprint of the smart world reveals why this is the
case. People are more mobile in the smart world, and so are
goods, data, and ﬁnances. In addition, trillions of sensors
will ensure that the Internet of Things experiences gigantic
data growth – data that is becoming a hard currency in new
business models and which is at home across the globe,
thanks to blockchain technology, for example. This smart
world is limitless but should not be unrestrained. The concept of network security enters a whole new dimension here.
Because the network is everything, and without a network
everything is nothing.
Experts from eco, the Association of the Internet Industry, together with the consultants of Arthur D. Little, examined what this means speciﬁcally in terms of volume. The
sales volume of the German smart city market alone will
increase from 20.4 billion euros in 2017 to 43.8 billion euros
in 2022. This is an average annual growth rate of 16.5 percent. “Growth is happening across all market segments, with
more than 65 percent of the total smart city market in 2017
comprising the four segments of transportation & logistics,
communications services & network security, physical security, and building automation,” according to the experts.

Established in 1879, the Linde technology group
employs over 60,000 people worldwide in
business divisions such as Gas and Engineering.

Photos: The Linde Group
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Security

And this “network security” has nothing to do with what IT
security experts commonly mean. Example of Dubai: The
metropolis of three million in the already fast-growing United
Arab Emirates has ambitious smart city plans, with the goal
of reducing CO2 emissions by 16 percent and car trafﬁc by
8 percent. These measures alone require a batch of more
than 150 smart city initiatives and services, from smart trafﬁc
lights to online government services. These services themselves are then integrated into an ICT platform with an open
and horizontal architecture. Given the degree of interconnectedness of this digital world, it is, therefore, more than
logical that new high-performance centers for network security emerge, such as Deutsche Telekom’s integrated Cyber Defense and Security Operation Center (SOC) in Bonn,
Germany, one of Europe’s largest and most modern defense
centers thwarting cyberattacks.
The experts of Deutsche Telekom analyze one billion
security-relevant pieces of data from 3000 data sources
every day, almost fully automatically. 30 companies and

organizations already rely on SOC, including the Munichbased global corporation Linde (see the interview). At the
new Master SOC in Bonn and afﬁliated locations, around
200 experts monitor the systems of Deutsche Telekom and
its customers 24 hours a day, both nationally and internationally. They detect cyberattacks, analyze the attack methods, sustainably protect against attacks, and deduce
forecasts of future patterns of attacks. To do so, the Deutsche
Telekom experts draw on their many years of experience in
combating attacks on their own infrastructure. They have
already collected more than 20 million examples of attacks
and used them to improve their own systems. A smart team
to protect a prospering digital world.

reutter@t-systems.com (Rene Reutter)
ruediger.peusquens@telekom.de
www.linde-worldwide.com
www.t-systems.com/bestpractice/soc

The growing connectivity of
production environments has
helped make cyber security a
core strategic issue for the
multinational technology group.

INTERVIEW

Klaus Brenk, Head of Global
Security Operations, Linde AG.

Sebastian Mahler, Head of Enterprise
Infrastructure, Linde AG

Sebastian Mahler
(Enterprise Infrastructure)
and Klaus Brenk
(Global Security Operations)
on their cooperation with
Deutsche Telekom’s Cyber
Defense and Security
Operation Center (SOC).
The gas and engineering
group cherishes
the principle of shared
responsibility.

COPY
What does this look like exactly?
Mahler: It’s a hybrid model. Our colleagues
in Bonn use a security information and event
management (SIEM) tool for constant network monitoring.
We receive an alarm in real time if the team discovers something
suspicious. Our staff then processes the corresponding
message. Therefore, SOC is our 1st and 2nd level of support
and we cover the subsequent stages.
Brenk: We also beneﬁt from the technological network expertise of
Deutsche Telekom. Based on the team’s many years of experience
in protecting their own network infrastructure and their customers,
we appreciate their competence in handling this issue. When it
comes to the actual production environment of our systems and
machinery, we use our own internal expertise. Things work very
well this way. We value both the speed and quality of SOC alarms.
We can rely on the expertise, and false alarms are extremely rare.

Sven Hansel

Network expertise is one thing.
To what extent has the quality
of attacks played a role in the decision
to partner with SOC?
Brenk: It played a big role, deﬁnitely.
In the smart, digital world, our production
environment is becoming increasingly
networked, the number of important
data for us is growing dramatically,
and attacks are also becoming more
sophisticated. Today, sabotage tools can
be bought in illegal markets, along
with tool sets that compromise our
equipment. As the number of targets
grows, cyber criminals can cause more
damage.
Mahler: We are well positioned in the
area of Global Security Operations.
Nevertheless, our internal resources
are ﬁnite. Which is another reason we
appreciate the support of a competent
and capable partner. Especially in the
future ...

To what extent?
Mahler: For us, it sent the right message that Deutsche Telekom
bundled its entire security expertise in one unit. When cyber
criminals learn new tricks, we know that on the other side there is a
team of experts always staying one step ahead, for example, using
artiﬁcial intelligence and machine learning. And we cannot keep
pace with such methods on our own, that would be entirely unrealistic. Or in other words: That would not be smart.
reutter@t-systems.com (Rene Reutter)
ruediger.peusquens@telekom.de
www.t-systems.com/bestpractice/soc

Photos: The Linde Group (2), Magna

Mr. Brenk, Mr. Mahler, you rely on the
protection of Deutsche Telekom’s new
SOC, why?
Mahler: The sense is that the threat
situation is increasing daily. Cyber security
has grown to become a top issue, a
strategic element right up to the board
level. The threat is global and requires
effective defense 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. If you take the threat seriously, and we do at Linde, then you also
have to develop a global strategy against it.
Brenk: ... and this strategy is best implemented with a partner. You have to form
alliances nowadays, because well-trained
security professionals are hard to come by.
Special network expertise is also beneﬁcial.
Which is why we work in partnership with
Deutsche Telekom.

Hybrid
safety
for Linde
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Magna

Driverless
transport service
for assembly
Using driverless transport vehicles to supply
vehicle ﬁtters at assembly stations is not
necessarily new in the automotive industry.
New, however, will be their future abilities to
drive freely through assembly halls, to ﬂexibly
accept orders, and to send status data.
COPY

Roger Homrich

Self-organizing driverless
transportation systems in Graz
bring parts replenishments to
assembly stations.

A

nyone driving through the factory premises of
Magna Steyr for the ﬁrst time in Graz might be
surprised. What you would ﬁnd is a wide range
of vehicle models – from the legendary Mercedes-Benz G-Class to the BMW 5 Series as
well as the new Jaguar E-PACE and Jaguar I-PACE models.
The Austrian automotive company is more than a supplier of
vehicle parts. Magna Steyr manufactures complete vehicles
in Graz on behalf of well-known car brands. And this presents
the company with the following challenge: How to make models for different customers in a single factory as ﬂexibly as
possible. Starting in 2018, the factory in Graz will produce
around 200,000 vehicles each year. This means higher quantities, more models, and additional time pressure. The solution:
the intelligent factory and agile manufacturing, which among
other things rely on autonomous transport units for materials.
In the intelligent factory of the future, machines and robots will
move freely around the premises and travel alongside workers
to their workstations.

MAGNA STEYR
More than 100 years of experience in the
automotive industry and its comprehensive range of services make Magna Steyr
the world’s leading, brand-independent
engineering and manufacturing partner for
vehicle manufacturers. The company’s
broad portfolio of services includes
engineering services of systems and
modules to the overall vehicle, as well as
total vehicle production with ﬂexible
solutions from niche to volume production
on a world-class level. As a contract
manufacturer, Magna Steyr has so far
produced more than 3.3 million vehicles,
comprised of 23 models. Behind all
these services are 12,000 employees at
more than 25 locations on three
continents.

REAL-TIME CONTROL IN THE VIRTUAL FACTORY
To accomplish this, Magna Steyr is building a digital image
of the real factory, which gathers data from planning, production, logistics, and the after-sales process. The virtual
image of the entire product and manufacturing life cycle –
from vehicle development to production implementation –
as well as the close interconnection of all data enable
intelligent manufacturing that adapts quickly, precisely, and
ﬂexibly to individual or changing requirements.
Based on this digital factory, Magna Steyr can control
processes in real time and, therefore, react directly to deviations during production. To be able to do so more efﬁciently,
the production staff needs the shortest possible paths. The
control tools between production and logistics must be
closely interlinked and build upon one another to accomplish this. The ability to virtually contrast multiple models not
only reduces the need of employees moving around the
facility, but also ensures faster production through parts pre-

One big beneﬁt of using autonomous
systems is their ability to reduce lead
and retooling times, and thus costs, in
automotive production.

At Magna factories, the parts used in
car interiors and exteriors are transported
from the warehouse to the robot by
autonomous transportation systems.
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Magna

Magna employs
autonomous
transport units to
supply material to
the production lines
at its factory in
Graz, Austria.

IOT SOLUTION FOR PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE

distribution in the planning phase. Self-organizing driverless
transport systems ensure the supply ﬂow of the components
required in the halls.

Photos and illustration: Magna (4)

3D MAP OF THE DIGITAL FACTORY
“Driverless transport systems have been used by the automotive industry for decades,” says Christoph Krammer,
technology control specialist for overall vehicle production
at Magna Steyr. “However, the previous systems were
track-guided, which means they could only move along deﬁned routes, for example, along magnetic strips of tape
embedded in the ﬂoor of the hall.” Magna Steyr wants to
replace this rigid route guidance system to make production even more ﬂexible. If the driverless transport systems
were able to move freely in the assembly hall, there would
be no further need for rigid production lines. “Autonomous
transport units allow more ﬂexibility in terms of variant and
model mix while reducing lead time, changeover time, and
costs,” explains Krammer.
For driverless transport systems, this means: They transport materials, machines, and robots in the intelligent factory
of the future, as well as the car itself in the ﬁnal stage of
development. A 3D map of the digital factory allows the
driverless transport systems to move freely. The transport
system scans the environment with sensors, overlays the
data on the map, and freely determines the position in the
room. It can then navigate and travel to destinations along
any route without colliding with objects.

“Autonomous
transport units
let us be more
ﬂexible in our mix
of models and
options.”
CHRISTOPH KRAMMER,
Technology Control Contract
Manufacturing Magna Steyr

The driverless transport systems have a key role in agile
manufacturing. If they fail, the production falters because
vehicle parts will be missing at the individual assembly
stations. Therefore, Magna Steyr was looking for a solution
that records and controls the statuses of the transport systems in real time. “The keyword is predictive maintenance,”
says Krammer: “Using the sensor data, we can deduce
when it’s time for maintenance, for example. In addition,
we record loads to be able to make continuous runs for
the thorough checks of the driverless transport system,
for example.”
Magna Steyr relies on an IoT solution from T-Systems to
capture and send machine status data via radio networks to
analysis software. If all driverless transport systems are
equipped with sensors that transmit via radio in the future,
large amounts of data will be generated that could be sent
to the cloud. There, the data are analyzed in real time and
provided to the factory control. If the data deviates from optimum conditions, the software triggers an alarm and the
transport systems can be maintained in a targeted manner
without any loss of production.

michael.boehm@t-systems.at
magna.com
www.t-systems.com/manufacturing/smart-factory
www.t-systems.com/video/magna

Photo: Bettmann/Getty Images, Carola Rieger

In the early 1970s, Maxwell
Smart from the TV show
“Get Smart” foreshadowed the
future of mobile communication
with a shoe phone. At the time,
car phones were considered
state-of-the-art.
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Essay

Everything
is smart
More brash than astute,
more social than brainy,
more casual than intelligent:
“smart” is hard to nail
down as a term

COPY

Peter Glaser

T

he word has completed a long journey full of
twists and turns. Its voyage began in 2000 BC
with Proto-Germanic, a language that emerged
around the Baltic Sea and whose root word
“smarta-” meant painful. In Old English, this
evolved into “smeart” – something that causes a sharp pain.
By 1300, “smart” – its rough edges had since been ground
away – metaphorically referred to “cutting” words and was
associated with wit and vigor. By the 17th century, its meaning had branched out further; now, a smart person was
considered intelligent, clever and knowledgeable. Fashion
consciousness entered the picture shortly thereafter, as
smart began to signify “trim in attire”. Finally, 150 years ago,
“smart” re-entered the German language as a fashionable
loan word.
The word began its inexorable march through popular
culture in the 1950s. It was no longer enough to be cool;
modern life demanded more. Being smart seemed to ﬁt the
bill. The early James Bond, played by Sean Connery, is as
smart as it gets – faster than the others, effortlessly quickwitted and a rule-breaker in his own adroit, elegant way. He’s
brash, provocative, almost amoral. In a word: smart. His
female counterpart was Emma Peel. The secret agent portrayed by Dianna Rigg in “The Avengers”, a British TV series,
is still viewed as a role model and fashion icon with inimitable poise and a penchant for leather catsuits and miniskirts covered in bold op-art patterns.
The attractive new trait became so popular that it drew
out the parodists. In the early 1960s, “Get Smart” began
vigorously poking fun at “smartness”, along with secret
agent tropes and the recent resurgence of technological
optimism. The television series’ protagonist was Maxwell

Peter Glaser (60), by his own
account, “was born as a pencil
in Graz and now lives in Berlin
as a word processor”.
He is an honorary member of the
Chaos Computer Club,
an Ingeborg Bachmann Prize
winner and a newspaper
columnist for
“Neue Zürcher Zeitung”.

Smart, an operative equipped with devices boldly borrowed from an imagined future. There’s even an android
named Hymie who works at headquarters but is comically
slow-witted – a clever counterpoint to all the smartness.
And Max’s shoe phone anticipates the key element of the
communications age: the cell phone and its successor,
the smartphone.
At first, only people were smart; now, they’ve been
joined by things. At the end of the 20th century, technical
objects began to act “as if they were guided by an intelligence”. Statistically, the frequency with which the word
“smart” cropped up in millions of digitized books from the
past century-and-a-half skyrocketed in the early 1990s and
has continued to rise ever since.
“Smart” no longer refers exclusively to ultra-modern
hardware or software. It’s also a special feature that describes products that are small, handy, ingenious and efﬁcient. When things are smart (and have linked together to
form an entire Internet of things (IoT)), they retrieve whatever
they need from the Internet. “Today, smart isn’t only about
technical sophistication,” said Andrea Licata, who established talenteco, a smart green start-up in Berlin. “It also
means sustainable, eco-friendly and low-impact.”
If you buy a telephone that’s rarely used to make phone
calls but makes you feel like it could ﬂy you to the moon if
you ever read the user’s manual, you know one thing for
sure: it’s a smartphone. These small devices epitomize everything that the word “smart” represents in the era of digital
change. The smartphone has done more than completely
transform our communications habits. In a world where
there’s an app for every occasion, it has become the remote
control of our entire life.
Today, few topics are more hotly discussed than artiﬁcial
intelligence (AI). So why doesn’t anyone try to teach a computer how to be smart? Would people then have to fear a
kind of super-smartness, akin to the hyperintelligent robots
forecast by AI doomsayers, that one day would come to
control humanity and evolution? In a way, smartness behaves much like humor. “You’ll know that AI has attained its
ultimate goal,” says Professor Wolfgang Wahlster, CEO of
the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence,
“when a computer can watch a silent Buster Keaton movie
and laugh at all the right moments.” Nonetheless, being
smart – and not just intelligent and unpredictable – will likely
remain a far-off utopia for even the most powerful machine
for a long time to come, if not forever. In the meantime, it can
help us humans to cultivate this fascinating capability.
“We’re going to merge with simulated neocortex in the
cloud,” says Ray Kurzweil, Director of Engineering at Google.
“So again we’ll be smarter.”
twitter.com/peterglaser
www.literaturport.de/Peter.Glaser (German only)

Hartmut Beuß has been the CIO
of North Rhine-Westphalia
and State Commissioner for
Information Technology
since November 2013.
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“We’re getting there”
North Rhine-Westphalia’s CIO Hartmut Beuß has a conversation
with T-Systems Account Executive Guido Hollasch on the
digitization offensive in the country, the need for standardization
instead of ‘small, small,’ and having the conﬁdence that
the way through the “chicken ladders” does not always have
to be analogous.

INTERVIEW

sion difﬁculties that come up and are worked out during the pilot.
However, it is not so much the technology that proves to be a special
challenge, but the transformation process itself. This has a lot to do
with organization, but also becoming accustomed to a different way
of dealing with hierarchy.

Thomas van Zütphen

Mr. Beuß, NRW wants to fan the ﬁre of digitization.
Where is “catching up” especially needed and what
will that look like?
My focus is the digitization of administration, which
is where catch-up is badly needed in accelerating
the conversion process. The coalition agreement
sets an ambitious target requiring additional efforts
and resources. Not by 2031, but as soon as 2025,
the state administration should be fully digitized.
This means we must cut the time window nearly in
half. The acceleration is, therefore, particularly necessary in the process optimization, that is, the improvement and digitization of internal processes.

Back to “catching up” – is NRW lagging compared to
the rest of Germany?
Again, I would like to limit myself to the digitization of
administration when addressing this question. NRW is
not lagging behind in Germany... Germany as a whole
is lagging behind. We are not in Europe’s rearview mirror, but by no means have we reached the pole position.
In other words: We are not yet where we want to be.

If we start from the top – when will the ﬁrst digital
“model ministry” that your ﬁnance minister recently spoke about in
the FAZ come to fruition and has a selection already been made?
A formal decision has not yet been made, but it will happen here at
the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Innovation, Digitization and Energy.
First pilots in the sense of a model ministry are already underway. A
pilot example involving the central department, my department, and
the top management is electronic transaction processing or, in other
words, electronic circulation folders in connection with e-ﬁles.
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In what areas do you feel NRW is on track?
We are on the right track, but we need to move faster.
Since the beginning of the year, an “access hub” has
been up and running that enables electronic access to
the state agencies, so that processes can be distributed
and processed quickly. The same applies to the “service account,” which I can use as a citizen if I want to process a service
electronically. Also, by the end of 2018, we will have the basic components for e-payment built into our services so that, as a citizen, I will
not have to pay the ﬁve euro fees in person.
We are working on all other basic projects simultaneously: Ebilling is another example. The legal basis must be established, the
technology needs to be set up, and internal processes must be adapted. In the future, simply being able to accept invoices electronically
will not be an advantage. Efﬁciency increases only when the invoice
can be further processed electronically. Only then is there potential
for saving time and money.
At the core is always the question: How can administrative processes be made easier and faster – for the employees themselves,
but also most importantly for their “customers”? Citizens and businesses should be able to reach the service or information they seek
in a maximum of three clicks. At this point, the right step is to intelligently link the portals of the municipalities and the state portal we
are currently building. This will allow everyone to ﬁnd their way easily and quickly.

After the change in administrations
in 2017, full authority for digitization was
given to one central agency –
the Economic Affairs Ministry in NRW –
for the ﬁrst time in history.

How is the pilot designed?
The participating units practice – after previous training – electronic
transaction processing on a pilot basis, since we have the technical
requirements for both e-ﬁles and e-circulation folders. But dealing
with both requires practice and, of course, the pilot also serves to
recognize and remedy any shortcomings of the application. After all,
the state administration oversees upwards of 600 agencies with about
120,000 computer workstations (i.e. employees). It is important to
launch pilot projects so that the subsequent introduction and rollout
in other agencies is not met with the same introduction and conver-

NRW CIO Hartmut Beuß plans to
replace disjointed IT silos with
standardized, uniﬁed solutions
wherever possible.

The state administration of North Rhine-Westphalia works in time windows that would be considered to move at a “moderate speed” in the
free economy. Is this impression wrong?
As I said: We are on the right track, but we need to move faster. And, of
course, we always need to keep an eye on technical developments. It
may well be that other technological developments offer new possibilities by 2025. We must preserve our openness to react to technology.
Blockchain technology, for example, does not play any special role in
our administration today. This will change in my opinion.
‘Processes’ is a good keyword. Since 2017, digitization is no longer
assigned to the Ministry of the Interior, but to the Ministry of Economic
Affairs. What has changed for you as a result?
For the ﬁrst time, the predominant topic of the future is the topic of
digitization under one roof. This is a good step, but it does not mean
that “digital” technology is necessarily the sole responsibility of the
Ministry of Economic Affairs, Innovation, Digitization and Energy. Digitization plays into all areas of life and this affects all departments –
telematics and transport, e-health, ‘digital education,’ just to name a
few examples.
Nevertheless, what does this bundling and the new signiﬁcance of IT
with regards to the CIO’s room for action, his budget, and his ability
to intervene mean when it comes to ‘centralized IT control vs. departmental jurisdiction’?
The bundling does not lead to changed competences for the CIO.
And, of course, there is always the “classic conﬂict” between central
IT control and departmental jurisdiction. We are still working too much
next to each other with individual IT solutions and have too few universal, standardized solutions. But today there is a much greater willingness to interpret departmental jurisdiction to achieve something
more for the greater good.
What for example?
A few examples are: When we introduced the e-ﬁle, except for the
judicial system, which was already using electronic legal transactions, all departments were obliged to play catch-up to implement
the solution. That would have been unthinkable ten years ago, maybe even ﬁve years ago. We also have one solution for all other socalled basic components such as the electronic circulation folder,
the access hub for electronic inputs, and the service account. Plus,
there is a central budget for implementing our e-Government Act,

Bio
Hartmut Beuß was made the North Rhine-Westphalia
State Commissioner for Information Technology back
in autumn 2013, when he had a long track record as a
departmental manager in the Interior Ministry. As the
NRW CIO, the 62-year-old Cologne native has been
reporting directly to NRW Economic Affairs Minister
Andreas Pinkwart since the new administration
took over last year.
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that is, the digital administration program. This means: We are responsible for the program, but we agree on the timetable and the
use of resources with the departments, of course.
To what extent do you need to consider the different needs of your
ministries and that they sometimes also like to orient towards the
federal level?
That is deﬁnitely a factor to keep in mind. Financial administration,
justice, police – there are areas that are involved in nationwide agreements. We must accept this in NRW, but it naturally also increases the
need for votes. However, when it comes to compatibility, they are done
in a very constructive way these days. Different solutions must at least
be able to work and communicate with each other.
“Constructive” – what does that have to do with it?
So that all participants have gained insight into a dynamic process:
We will fail if everyone tries to tackle problems with conversion to
digitalization on their own. And those who outsource their administration will neither understand nor accept this.
But the question is always the same: How to get there? Within companies, different departments often have different views on how to digitize what and in which order. Does this “silo” way of thinking exist in
the NRW state government?
The term is not completely unknown to us in public administration.
But as I said: The understanding that we need to not only work together much more closely, but also develop universal standard solutions is much greater today than just a few years ago.
Sounds good. In plain language, this means: Cloud computing remains
a no-go for the state administration?
No, not a no-go, but we are still hesitant when it comes to public
clouds. We deal with the topic intensively, but we look at it in a discerning way. There are areas that do not deal with very sensitive data, but
still raise concerns about data protection and privacy. Cloud solutions
are a serious alternative, not least for cost reasons.
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The topic of the public cloud is not yet trending, but is it gaining
momentum?
The outlook is really good. We must deal with the subject, which is
exactly what we are doing. The constantly increasing amount of data
storage alone is forcing us to do so.
You recently said at the “e-nrw” congress that North Rhine-Westphalia
needs not only a digital, but also a mental transformation. Does this
refer to the hierarchy which you originally spoke about?
Absolutely. The administration hierarchy of the future will look different
from what we are accustomed to. The classic journey of a paper document is as follows: it is written by the clerk, then sent to various colleagues or superiors for “advance notice,” where it is countersigned

Guido Hollasch, Account Director
North Rhine-Westphalia, T-Systems.

120,000
Over 30 percent of the 300,000-plus people working in
North Rhine-Westphalia’s 600 government agencies
use a PC workstation.

and then passed up agency management. This path is useful for informing and involving all relevant parties. But today, information is
requested and delivered so quickly, top down, and vice versa, that the
classic ‘chicken ladder’ does not always work. And all hierarchical
levels must learn to handle this.
What will be the “next big thing” in terms of public administration?
With our ‘Digital Administration Program,’ we are committed to a vision
to make one thing clear: Why are we doing this? We must ask this,
because it is an immense challenge for everyone working in administration. Which, in turn, causes some worries. Therefore, it is so important for everyone to understand the goal: It’s about making the lives of
employees and our customers easier. If we complete this process by
2025 – with noticeable success already achieved – then customers
should be saying: ‘Working with agencies in NRW is outstanding, fast,
and efﬁcient.’ And at the same time, employees should be saying:
‘Administration work is fun, and we are good at what we do.’ That would
be the ‘next big thing’ for me personally. And here we come!
guido.hollasch@t-systems.com
www.mwide.nrw.de (German only)
www.t-systems.com/bestpractice/state-of-nrw
www.t-systems.com/video/interview-beuss

Reliability driver – Japanese computer company
Fujitsu is taking the smart factory concept to a
new level by piloting AR headset technologies at
its factory in Augsburg, Germany.
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Smart
digitization –
bridging
digital islands
21,000 devices in up to 250 conﬁgurations. Every day.
Fujitsu is the only IT company in Germany that not only develops
the latest computer hardware, but also produces at competitive costs.
To achieve this, the company is pushing the maximum end-to-end
digitization of all processes forward. The latest activity as part
of Fujitsu’s Smart Factory concept is a co-innovation project
with T-Systems: employee-supported “picking” of all components
in the immediate run-up to production using audio-visual
headset technologies.
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J

ust in sequence. When industrial production shifts
from “stockpile” production to customer-speciﬁc
manufacturing, manual assembly (picking) of all
product components plays a key role. In this product removal, the “picking,” every single move is an
economic value contribution. And everything a picker does
– how alert, quick, and focused they are from the beginning
to the end of their shift – has an impact on unit labor costs.
An incorrect or missing component? Today, every mistake
made by a picker is detected at Fujitsu during assembly at
the latest or in the functional test before delivery to the customer. But this costs time and disrupts the processes.
The company has managed to reduce the waiting time
of its ﬁtters from ten to three minutes in production if a missing or incorrect component needs to be rapidly replenished. But Frank Blaimberger wants to “reduce the number
of such cases even further.” The Bavarian is Head of IT
Services and Tools at Fujitsu. Together with T-Systems Innovation Management, he is testing an augmented reality
headset and system for suppling IoT data and micro services from the cloud until April.
Every second counts for Markus Stutzmüller. In real life,
the Senior IT Consultant at Fujitsu is Blaimberger’s closest
collaborator – especially in factory operations. These days
he is testing the IOT001 Head Mounted Display, HMD for
short, under live conditions. The “headgear” he’ll be wearing for the next few hours is black, comfortable, and sturdy
as well as dust- and waterproof.
According to Frank Blaimberger, these real-world production experiences are “much more meaningful and important for the technical feasibility of projects like ‘HMD’

Markus Stutzmüller, Senior
Consultant IT, tests the
Head Mounted Display, an
innovation developed by a
Fujitsu team in Japan.

than use cases under isolated laboratory conditions.” Especially for Fujitsu, since the so-called picking in the Augsburg factory is performed not by their own employees, but
rather by an external service provider. They use employees
depending on the order situation. In return, the Japanese
client equips them with all the infrastructures, processes,
and technologies they need in a hall on the Fujitsu campus,
constantly seeking ways to improve working conditions.
“Ideally, this enables us to visualize the direct interaction of
the processes ‘I’ll do better’ and ‘I’ll save money’ for our
service provider and ourselves,” says Blaimberger. “By

The headset monitor
visualizes the camera
settings in a way that
mimics a laptop
screen viewed from
31 inches away.
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“Affordability is partly
measured by its ability to help us
adhere to our schedules.“
FRANK BLAIMBERGER,
Head of IT Services and Tools, Fujitsu

avoiding tedious activities and supporting people with technology, we can add more value to the pickers’ work.”
Simply adjust the 8-million-pixel camera, make eye
contact with the 0.4-inch monitor, and off you go. In Fujitsu’s
so-called “supermarket,” Stutzmüller and his camera start
by looking almost simultaneously at the barcode of a special transport container. Here, all the components for the
production are brought together according to the order and
then transferred to a logistics train all the way to the end of
the picking line. Just in sequence. Each of the electric trains
carries and distributes up to 100 containers per hour to
different production halls, depending on whether the supermarket employees have ﬁlled them with components
for workstations, servers, thin clients or computers. And
exactly at this moment Stutzmüller scans the barcode.

Photos: Oliver Krato

PRODUCED, TESTED, DELIVERED
Behind this is a sophisticated logistics concept that supplies the picking of the components in the factory with exactly the components that are needed by the pickers on a
given day and transfered to the next step of production. Just
in sequence. From the external warehouses on the campus
in Augsburg, the temporary storage facility at customs in
Rotterdam, or the Group’s own distribution center in
Worms – the Fujitsu principle behind all of them is: The
customer places an order and has the guarantee that his
product will be available in just a few days. – Produced,
tested, delivered.
In the background, material availabilities, capacity, and
resource planning are checked for ‘collision orders,’ among
other things, to ensure that delivery dates can be met. “To
accomplish this,” says Frank Blaimberger, “every customer
order is essentially broken down into the component level.”
This means: Are all components available? – And is every
conﬁguration buildable?
Whether a batch size of 1 or 500 packs – from the package insert to the CPU, the pickers must merge the order
and components. In the past, pickers had to use pen and
paper to keep track of everything – and to date, tablets,
smartphones, and scanners – but today, Markus Stutzmüller has both hands free at all times. At the same time, he
receives all the information he needs via voice commands
and projections on his small monitor for every next “pick”.
What does the component look like? Where along the line
can it be taken from the shelf? Each step is controlled, executed, and ticked off in a single interaction between the
component, headset, shelf, and order, unlike the previous
“pick-to-scan” method. Pure IoT culture, so to speak. And
in the middle of it all, so-called AR overlays – and Markus

Endangered species: Chargers
for hand scanners will be
unnecessary once Fujitsu rolls
out its new picking process.

Frank Blaimberger, Head of IT Services and
Tools at Fujitsu in Augsburg, employs
T-Systems’ sophisticated micro-services to
support the use of the HMD for picking.

Stutzmüller. Because all augmented reality-based information converges at his workstation.
“Of course, the criterion ‘price’ always resonates in the
pursuit of every process optimization,” admits Frank Blaimberger. “But ‘affordable’ is measured in the ﬁrst step not
just on the basis of the cost of an action, but also its value
contribution in adhering to schedules and the quality of
our processes. The fact that pickers like Markus Stutzmüller can now process orders faster and more reliably at
Fujitsu has a lot to do with the HMD’s small monitor. The
small diagonal screen measuring 1.02 cm displays document formats – whether PDF, Excel or JPEG – and real-time
images from the HMD camera as if Stutzmüller’s eyes were
viewing a 15-inch screen from a distance of 81 centimeters. This is based on a simple concept from the Fujitsu
colleagues in Japan who developed the headset. “We did
not want to add information to the real ﬁeld of vision of a
pair of glasses that people might need to wear in other AR
applications, because this would require the user to be
constantly re-focusing their eyes between near and far,”
explains Frank Blaimberger.
Rather, Fujitsu wanted to offer employees the guidance of each individual pick by providing information on
a separate display – the HMD monitor. This also has an-
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Here, in the “supermarket” at Fujitsu’s
Augsburg factory, workers pick
parts for up to 21,000 devices every day.
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other advantage that Markus Stutzmüller is experiencing
ﬁrst-hand: His ﬁeld of vision and perspective are in no way
restricted. The fact that he can accept and handle more
orders with the HMD in the same working time also has to
do with the fact that he automatically receives all the needed information after each step, including via so-called
“voice-based operations”. – Just in sequence. Colleagues
without a headset must always request each new piece of
information on the display of their tablet by pressing a button or manually “checking off”.

EMPLOYEE ADOPTION
Markus Stutzmüller’s HMD, however, is connected to a socalled “edge cloud server” using mobile communications
to receive all the information needed to make work easier.
The server initiates all necessary processes in a contextsensitive and individualized manner, depending on the
order, that is, for each work step and required micro-service, such as object recognition from the image of the camera (see interview). The same applies to multimedia
information, for example, using symbols if an employee
does not master the intended system language. For example, if the system unmistakably signals “RED!”, Stutzmüller knows to remove a component that is not suitable for
the order from the shelf of his picking line – perhaps because its live sensor does not match the data of the AR
displays provided by the system.
According to Frank Blaimberger, in addition to the sophisticated preparation and provision of such micro-services, “using the HMD also involves radio technology,
processing, the power supply, occupational safety, and ergonomics as important components. Only when everything
ﬁts together and optics and wearing comfort are optimal at
the end of the day do we achieve the necessary acceptance
of the employee to use the device and to do so gladly.”
Thus, possible application scenarios of the HMD are
by no means limited to logistics. Frank Blaimberger can
imagine even more application examples “wherever guided
work content makes sense and hands-free work speeds up
processes” – for example, for training employees in production. “If the challenges for our employees increase, we
naturally want to support and train them accordingly.” And
there it is again: Just in sequence.

“Every co-innovation
requires trust, courage
and motivation.”

allows us to implement the concept of “training-on-the-job,”
to educate employees or to familiarize them with new
things. The resulting fact that they are able to be immediately productive in the ﬁrst hour of work is a win-win situation for employees as well as for the company.” Once the
area of picking logistics has completed this transition, all
of the digitally isolated islands that still remain will also be
bridged so that Fujitsu can complete its journey as a smart
factory. But Frank Blaimberger also has another motivation
that lies somewhere between unique and solitaire – to preserve the unique selling point “Made in Germany,” or in
other words: at the Augsburg production site in Germany,
“activities that make us measurably better than others are
of vital importance. In this sense, the project we are implementing as part of a co-innovation partnership with T-Systems ﬁts perfectly into the context of Industry 4.0 and the
concept of a smart factory. We want to get there. And we
have a clear picture of how the journey will go.”

DR. STEPHAN VERCLAS,
Head of the Innovation Center, T-Systems

PROTECTING A SELLING POINT
“When introducing new processes, a guided instruction
that is supported by HMD offers great advantages. This

a.droste@t-systems.com (Andreas Droste)
fujitsu.com
www.t-systems.com/manufacturing/smart-factory
www.t-systems.com/manufacturing/smart-logistics
www.fujitsu.com/de/products/computing/pc/vr
www.t-systems.com/video/fujitsu

Focused, fast, attentive:
every action
– and every mistake –
made by pickers
affects Fujitsu’s
unit wage costs.
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Just keep thinking
Dr. Stephan Verclas, Director of T-Systems’ Innovation Center,
on the joint co-innovation partnership with Fujitsu.

Thomas van Zütphen

Dr. Verclas: What is behind the idea of co-innovation?
Nothing other than a strategy for implementing new ideas in
collaboration with our customers and partners from business
and research. “Collaboration” in this sense also means
including our innovation network within the Deutsche Telekom
Group as well as the operating units of T-Systems. We take
our customers’ requirements and develop the most economical solutions with innovative technologies.
The “Head Mounted Display” project in the logistics department at Fujitsu is a great example for this. Our customers,
in this case Fujitsu, are at the heart of every digitization process: Will future applications and services run on-site on a
device or will they use the cloud, for example, as the infrastructure for service management? Can I map services as microservices, use them multiple times, and then, if applicable,
develop additional added value by establishing a systemic link
with Smart Analytics? At this point, customers do not want
a long-term project with an uncertain end, but short, clear
sub-projects (sprints) that help adjust the project focus and
minimize failure risks.
And you are starting today?
Correct. ‘Co-innovation,’ as we understand it, requires trust,
courage, and motivation. After all, the creative process does not
just end by putting together technologies for which one or the
other partner has the better competence and expertise, and
then the product is ﬁnished. It is simply about thinking ahead,
maintaining balance from the ﬁrst step onward, and keeping the
actual and much more valuable development goal in mind: to be

able to offer shared solutions to shared customers in the future.
Point-by-point cooperation leads to a continuous process that
starts with joint development and production, and concludes
with consulting, sales, and integration. To accomplish this, we
ﬁrst see who can bring added value to the co-innovation. With
HMD, for example, Fujitsu is delivering today the device, the use
case, and the process ﬂow that needs to be supported. We designed the solution, developed the application, and integrated
the ﬁrst micro-services, like “Pick-to-Voice”. Additional micro services, for example, from the 5G environment and edge cloud
computing can be supplemented by other partners during the
project or later on.

What is the next step?
We are testing a software solution with Fujitsu from our subsidiary Multimedia Solutions (MMS), which can visualize machine data and thus create a virtual image of an analog factory.
An entire plant or, depending on the target group, individual
and real manufacturing processes can be visualized. This socalled ‘digital twin’ becomes the basis of a dashboard where
every customer receives a needs-based presentation, for example, using algorithms for predictive maintenance. Essentially,
an avatar of the factory provides concrete recommendations
for necessary process steps up to the integration of suppliers.
We want to use this project to show how additional assets
from a pure software product can become a real solution.
s.verclas@t-systems.com (Stephan Verclas)
www.t-systems.com/innovation-center
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Autohaus Wolfsburg

Autohaus Wolfsburg, represented here by IT
project manager Michael Kull, is one of the
partners with whom T-Systems is developing
new VaudisX features.

Car Dealership 4.0:
Turning customers into developers
Very little comes together at a car dealership
without a dealer management system (DMS). That
includes dealers of Volkswagen (VW) Group
brands, who depend on software to manage their
business processes. By last year, though, the
software was showing its age – high time for an
update! T-Systems threw itself headlong into the
task with developers and customers.
The result: VaudisX.
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audis, a venerable dealer management system,
has been experiencing a renaissance since
mid-2017. Only a year ago, Vaudis was teetering on the brink, withering under the assault of
competing branded systems. But many VW
dealers still didn’t want to do without Vaudis. “Users like the
system’s stability, versatility and reliability. That’s a big reason why dealerships reached out to ask us to update Vaudis,” reported Katrin Strobel from the Automotive Retail unit
at T-Systems. By November 2017, T-Systems was ready to
take the new version of VaudisX on tour. The roadshows
gave VW brand dealers an opportunity to test-drive the
proven DMS’s new features and user interface.

VaudisX supports Autohaus
Wolfsburg with every step in its
service processes, from vehicle
drop-off and shop scheduling to
spare parts orders and
order fulﬁllment.

NEW STANDARDS IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

LEAN CORE PLUS DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
The dealers want an end-to-end DMS with an intuitive web
user interface and open interfaces. “We need a living system
that gives us the ability to accommodate customers’ needs

and preferences,” said Schröder. “When people buy a vehicle or bring their car in for repairs, they expect their dealership to provide end-to-end service, supported by digital and
mobile technology.” The lean core of VaudisX can be supplemented with market- or brand-speciﬁc systems or by digitization modules from T-Systems’ Customer Experience Management Automotive platform (CEM). CEM provides dealerships with a wide array of features to support sales and aftersales: a digital showroom with behavior analyses, online
appointment schedulers or even a tablet-based vehicle
check-in process in which a service technician documents
and explains the vehicle’s condition to the customer while
it’s on the lift.
VaudisX is designed to support the entire service process with the CEM modules – from appointment bookings
to shop scheduling, vehicle check-in and service completion to billing. Interfaces to multiple manufacturer systems
are possible, but the developers are ﬁrst focusing on the
VW Group’s brands. Dealers who only use VaudisX retain
full ownership and control of their data. The CEM Automotive digitization modules are hosted in Deutsche Telekom’s

100 %
VaudisX, when combined with
CEM modules, provides 100%
support for the entire service
process, from appointment
bookings to billing.
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Along with nine partners in the VW dealership community,
T-Systems is investing in Vaudis’s successor and setting new
standards in product development. The development challenge is far from trivial: supporting all the processes in a
sales and service organization, from customer relationship
management and new and used inventory administration to
service and parts/accessories all the way to warranty and
courtesy repairs, time tracking, ﬁnance and accounting.
“This is the ﬁrst time in Deutsche Telekom’s history that
we’ve collaborated with customers in workshops to develop
a new version of a DMS,” said Strobel. The developers, working in concert with dealers, plan to develop VaudisX in
stages and start rolling out the new version in 2018. The ﬁrst
module, Customer Service and Service Acceptance, should
launch in the second quarter of the year. It will be followed
by three additional modules, all scheduled to be successively released by the third quarter of 2019: Master Data,
Inventory Management and New Vehicles. “We want to take
whatever currently works and future-proof it,” said Dirk
Schröder, CIO of Autohaus Wolfsburg, one of Germany’s
largest VW dealerships with around 2,000 employees at
26 locations. “As a development partner, our job is to make
sure that the ﬁnished product incorporates as many real-life
operational requirements as possible,” said Schröder.
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Autohaus Wolfsburg

“You need digital and mobile
technologies if you want to provide
genuine end-to-end customer care.”
DIRK SCHRÖDER,
CIO, Autohaus Wolfsburg

cloud in Germany. Every dealership receives its own user
account. “Partners can only access and use their own
data,” said Strobel.

FINAL FEATURE SET STILL IN FLUX
The VaudisX project shows how developers and dealers
can band together to bring a proven DMS into the digital
age. Both sides made a deliberate choice on the product’s
basic design: a lean core system that dealers can supplement with digital modules from the CEM platform as they
like. Throughout the development process, team members have remained intently focused on what users need.
“We’ll ﬁnalize the feature set based largely on what we and
our development partners ultimately identify as useful,
efﬁciency- enhancing features for dealers of VW Group
brands,” said Strobel.
katrin.strobel@t-systems.com
www.t-systems.com/automotive/cem
www.t-systems.com/automotive/dms
autohaus.wolfsburg.de (German only)

Trust is key
No digitization without the cloud. According to
IDC, cloud services are increasingly gaining
acceptance over on-premise solutions.
Because digital initiatives only reached their
full potential with the cloud. Met with skepticism
for a long time, public cloud solutions are
now center stage. Data protection certainly
plays an essential role in Europe, especially in
Germany. Five startups show that the public
cloud works despite privacy concerns.
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G

erman companies will spend around 17 billion euros this year on public cloud computing,” write ISG analysts in their current forecast for the German cloud market. Thus, the
public cloud is the foundation of the digital
transformation. However, according to a Kaspersky study,
more than one-third of companies admit that they cannot
say for certain whether and which company data is stored
on their own network or with a cloud provider. So, the question of privacy and data security seems to still be an unsettled dilemma. As a German cloud service from a German provider, the Open Telekom Cloud may just win over
the naysayers. Five start-ups show that, despite handling
personal data and skeptical customers, they have made
the leap into the public cloud.

TeleClinic
TeleClinic’s founders: Patrick Palacín,
Katharina Jünger, and Prof. Reinhard Meier.
Talk to your doctor in the cloud via phone, chat,
or computer: This is how TeleClinic uses the
Open Telekom Cloud.

24-HOUR CONSULTATION FROM THE CLOUD
“We handle patient data and so trustworthiness is a top
priority,” says Patrick Palacin, Founder and Chief Technology Ofﬁcer (CTO) of TeleClinic. The Munich start-up seeks
to digitize not only long waits in the waiting room, but also
the entire doctor visit with a 24/7 “TeleClinic”. Patients can
easily contact general practitioners and specialists via the
app, website, or telephone. To support this business
model, the company needed a provider with the kind of
cloud service and reputation that would provide a ﬁrm
foothold in the market: “Our partnership with Deutsche
Telekom underlines our competence and our professionalism. Which opens doors faster, both for our patients –
our customers – and for the health insurance companies
we want to gain as partners,” explains Palacin.

FIGHTING CANCER WITH ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

Photos: Shutterstock (2), TeleClinic, Fotolia, Fuse-AI

FUSE-AI
The Hamburg start-up specializes in using
artiﬁcial intelligence in medicine. To detect
early-stage cancer, the company founded by
Maximilian Waschka (shown left) uploads
highly encrypted MRI pictures to the Open
Telekom Cloud for analysis. The cloud-based
intelligence spots abnormalities, adds metadata to images, and then sends them back to
the radiologist who requested the service.

The Open Telekom Cloud not only supports physicians
with their medical history, but also with their diagnoses –
using artiﬁcial intelligence. Fuse-AI, a Hamburg-based
company, has developed a system that detects and classiﬁes indications of cancer such as carcinoma on MRI images (magnetic resonance imaging). “The goal is to make
it easier for radiologists to work with a computer-aided
second opinion and to make diagnoses even more reliable
and accurate,” says Maximilian Waschka, one of the four
founders of Fuse-AI. Background: Radiologists often analyze several thousand MRI scans every day. Of course,
their patients expect the closest attention to detail to keep
mistakes from happening – a difﬁcult task that Fuse-AI
wants to simplify and optimize.
For this purpose, MRI recordings are transmitted in
encrypted form to Deutsche Telekom’s highly secure data
centers in Saxony-Anhalt, where they are analyzed: The
cloud intelligence ﬂags abnormalities, adds metadata to
images, and then sends them back to the doctor. “The
Open Telekom Cloud is an instrument that gives us the ﬂexibility and scalability to realize such a solution,” says Dirk
Schäfer, machine learning expert and co-founder of FuseAI. But carcinoma detection is only the beginning: “In the

future, we will help identify even more common diseases
much faster, more comprehensively and more reliably
with the help of the Open Telekom Cloud,” says Sabrina
Reimers-Kipping, a doctor of biochemistry and co-founder
of Fuse-AI. Plus, according to Fuse-AI, their solution will
also make it possible to save at least ten percent of the
costs incurred by health insurance companies for examinations like MRIs.

KORAMIS

LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE WITH BIG DATA

Marco Di Filippo,
Head of Cyber Security
Engineering at KORAMIS.

HRForecast
The company established by Florian
Fleischmann (left) and Christian Vetter
translates clients’ business strategies
into future stafﬁng requirements and
job proﬁles and then supplies big-data
analyses of the labor market from the
Open Telekom Cloud.

TAKING FACTORIES OUT OF THE SIGHTS
OF HACKERS
The Saarbrücken company Koramis specializes in security
for entire production plants. But there is still a real gap in the
market, because process controls, plant controls, and industrial software are often poorly protected against attacks,
given their relevance. According to The Mechanical Engineering Industry Association, half of all industrial companies
suffered ﬁnancial losses due to hacker attacks in 2017, and
around a third (31 percent) reported production losses. An
oddity, since industrial plants are often more vulnerable than
an average ofﬁce PC despite the fact that they are at the
heart of many companies.
“The industry is much more targeted by hackers than the
company is aware of,” says Marco Di Filippo, Head of Cyber
Security Engineering at KORAMIS. Koramis offers help here
– with analyses and security packages developed specially
for the IT departments of chemical parks, transport companies, and smart factories. Among other things, the company
uses simulations in the Open Telekom Cloud to discover IT
vulnerabilities in production facilities and develops commensurate protective measures. Di Filippo: “The Open Telekom
Cloud always delivers exactly the performance we need.
Depending on the order, project type, and duration, we obtain virtual computing and storage resources at the click of
a mouse.” At peak times, KORAMIS uses 250 processors; in
normal operation this number drops to 16.
Services from KORAMIS are in demand. Also, because German data protection is crucial for the client.
“Hosting and operation of the Open Telekom Cloud in
Germany is governed by local law,” says Di Filippo. “And

Photos: Shutterstock, Eric Remann (2), HRForecast (2), NavVis (2)

HRForecast makes forecasts of a completely different
nature. What skills will employees in my industry need in
the future? How many high school and university graduates
are available with which qualifications and when? And
how does the next generation really tick? Answers to these
questions are like gold for companies. And HRForecast
delivers them with the help of big data analyses from the
Open Telekom Cloud.
The principle: Software collects as much information
as possible from publicly available statistics and sources
provided by the contracting companies themselves. HRForecast then analyzes the collected data with great
computing effort and derives recommendations for action.
In Germany of all places, however, HRForecast encountered unexpected hurdles. The company regularly uses
comprehensive computing capacities from the cloud
for its extensive analyses. Until recently, HRForecast used
IT resources from Amazon Web Services (AWS). “Unfortunately, experience dictates that a US cloud provider often
causes trepidation and security concerns, especially
among German customers,” says Christian Vetter, one of
the company founders.
Which is why HRForecast switched to the Open
Telekom Cloud. The company now meets the demands of
business customers in the German market.

A model from the KORAMIS lab:
The company makes IT systems
for power, production and
industrial plants more secure by
using the Open Telekom Cloud.
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privacy is very important. A fact that certainly matters to
our customers, who come from the energy and automotive
industries, for example.”

DIGITAL BUILDING TWIN

NavVis
The NavVis founding team equips trolleys with six 360-degree
cameras and three laser scanners to map any indoor space in
high resolution. Then, it uploads scan data to the Open
Telekom Cloud, where the data can be translated into precise
3D models for use in an indoor viewer developed by NavVis.

The construction industry is lagging in the digital transformation. NavVis wants to change this by creating digital
copies of buildings in no time with 3D models and 360-degree panoramic photos designed to increase efﬁciency and
collaboration on construction sites. The technical basis: the
Open Telekom Cloud.
The images are taken with a trolley equipped with six
360-degree cameras and three laser scanners. By pushing
the trolley through a building, it covers every angle, measures the interiors to the nearest centimeter, and digitizes
them completely – up to 30,000 square meters per day.
The data obtained are then exported to the centerpiece of
the software: the IndoorViewer, which is used to view the
exact 3D model of the rooms via a web browser. In addition, the recorded data serve as a basis for uncomplicated
indoor navigation.
NavVis has ﬁlled a gap in the market with its worldwide
unique system. Because, while streets and cities are already
largely digitally captured by services such as Google Street
View, only about 10 percent of interiors have been digitized.
Telekom carries out the indoor scans and then processes
and hosts the digital data in the Open Telekom Cloud. “Especially for German customers, proven data storage and
processing according to the strict German data protection
regulations is crucial,” says Patrick Eberwein, a start-up and
partner manager for Deutsche Telekom. “The data in the
scans are optimally protected in our highly secure, multicertiﬁed data centers.”
fabian.klose@t-systems.com

www.t-systems.com/open-telekom-cloud
www.fuse-ai.de (German only)
www.hrforecast.de
www.koramis.de (German only)
www.navvis.com
www.teleclinic.com (German only)

Quick
and Fix

a result, the company today is considered trend-setting
in document management and as the source of ideas for
the industry.

FROM WASTE PAPER TO INFORMATION
LOGISTICS

Contracts, explanations, descriptions – since
time immemorial, people like to record, make
permanent, and testify important matters.
Millions of documents are still signed on paper
every day. How the electronic signature
technology DocuSign and digital transaction
management services accelerate their own
business processes is demonstrated by the
example of the documentus business corporation.

COPY

Thomas van Zütphen

A

ll in all, it took 3,000 years. First was the cuneiform, then came papyrus, and much later “real”
paper. Virtual documents are faster. A document is signed every 0.3 seconds somewhere
in the world using DocuSign electronic signature technology. And it is legally binding. Data management
specialist documentus is an example of how quickly the software solution can gain recognition.
The corporate group is Germany’s undisputed market
leader in ﬁle and data carrier destruction. For this purpose,
the company operates a nationwide logistics and site network with 16 exclusive, contractually bound partners who
destroy more than 150,000 tons of ﬁles and data carriers in
Germany each year. The methods comply with stipulations
of the Federal Ofﬁce for Data Security in Information Technology (BSI). The company’s high-performance shredders
in Cologne, for example, shred up to 24 tons of ﬁle folders,
CD-ROMs, magnetic tapes, and computer hard disks per
hour into the smallest particles.
Coming from this market position, the spectrum of the
documentus business model has gradually expanded in
recent years, for example, to include security archives that
store kilometer-long ﬁling cabinets or scanning services
for the virtual storage of valuable data and documents. As

When it comes to
contract signings,
sign-offs or cosigning, handwritten
signatures are so
yesterday. Luckily,
documentus has
been marketing its
DocuSign electronic
signature technology since last
December.

“This is how we have become a document shredder as part
of the digital revolution,” says Managing Director Walter
Passmann. Even though paper plays a critical role for the
company as the No. 1 data carrier and it is still introducing
a solution with DocuSign that produces no paper whatsoever sounds somewhat strange but has literal existential
reasons. “We would rather cannibalize ourselves before
others do and then drive the biggest transformation in the
company’s history before we are forced to,” says Walter
Passmann. “The digital transformation is becoming a matter of survival for us. If we are not paying attention to the
changes digitization is causing in our core target markets
like ﬁnancial services, health care, and law, we would eventually be out of a job.”
As a result, the company has decided on a completely
new name. “Reisswolf,” the name under which the group
operated a year ago, “made clear for decades where we
come from and what our core business is,” explains Passmann. “But because customers give us our desire to transform as well as the needed expertise to do so, the brand
‘Reisswolf’ was simply not ﬂexible enough. It did not account for our realignment toward product solution and
service combinations following the information logistics
approach.” And precisely for this reason, “in the middle of
the phase of the company’s transformation, DocuSign became the perfect entry-level model for us,” reports Karsten
Vieler, Co-Managing Director of documentus. “A wonderfully lean, cloud-based solution in the information logistics
approach, coupled with our realignment and brand
change – virtually a reference example for our leap from
the analog to the digital world.”
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documentus
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Germany’s market
leader for document
shredding and
media destruction
changed its name to
“documentus” in late
summer last year.

Signed, sealed, delivered. documentus has been using the
new software since December, mainly externally with its
customers. First, the main focus for documentus in Cologne
will be digitally signed contracts. In Walter Passmann’s view,
the outstanding acceptance values are mainly due to two
things: “On the one hand, the application is convincingly
simple. Above all, however, the fact that we as documentus
use them is something of a conﬁdence-building measure.
Because data protection and data security – our customers
have always known – is our DNA.” In fact, data protection,
privacy, and an EU residence for the DocuSign Global Trust
Network have been crucial for documentus in acquiring the
software solution as a driver of its own business processes
from T-Systems’ cloud service – speciﬁcally, from the highly
secure data centers of the Deutsche Telekom subsidiary in
Frankfurt and Paris. This is how T-Systems guarantees that
the data processed via DocuSign will remain in Europe and
that, if necessary, the legal venue will be Germany.

80% OF DAILY BUSINESS WITH TEN
TEMPLATES
In addition to the revision security of the workﬂow, documentus and its customers beneﬁt from the new speed. Traditionally,
contracts have been made by printing out two copies at once, which

2
Klicks

Signiﬁcant time savings.
Instead of at least ﬁve process
steps, documentus sales
representatives today need
only two clicks to sign or
release documents. It does
not matter whether the
signatory sits in the ofﬁce at a
computer or uses the
DocuSign mobile app on
tablet or smartphone.

were then sealed in an envelope and mailed out. Once the
customer had signed both contract copies, they were then
sent back. At documentus, both contracts were then counter-signed and a copy returned to the customer. The alternative route for circulating documents goes like this: Create a
form, print, sign, scan, send by e-mail – and then the same
process by the recipient. documentus contracts typically
entail about 18 pages, including an appendix of seven
pages on the Federal Data Protection Act. Despite a high
degree of individualization of the documents, Karsten Vieler
said, “we only had to make minor adjustments.” In six
months, the Cologne-based company hopes to be ready to
handle more than eight to ten templates to process 75 to 80
percent of day-to-day business using DocuSign. “This would
be a great achievement and the foundation for gradually
rolling out the application to all partner companies and, as
a result, our almost 50,000 customers in Germany alone,”
says Walter Passmann. Since T-Systems and Deutsche Telekom have already been customers,” documentus will, in a
way, be an ambassador of the DocuSign solution,” says
Timo Labrenz, Junior Sales Manager at Telekom, who sees
another advantage to the partnership.
For Walter Passmann, the company realignment, accompanied by its own introduction of DocuSign, comes at
just the right time. After all, the shredding of ﬁles or their
long-term secure physical archiving account for about 80
percent of their business. “But we can never rule out that
the statutory retention periods could be reduced by half at
any point in time. Half of our business would be lost in a
single moment.” Which is why the documentus managing
director sees a “great advantage in walking through the door
today as a problem solver for the customer, and namely as
nothing more than what we were when we originally
founded ‘Reisswolf,’ solely as a shredder.”
timo-eike-lasse.labrenz@telekom.de
www.documentus.de (German only)
www.t-systems.com/bestpractice/docusign
www.t-systems.de/dsgvo

Building on experience:

T-Systems consolidates
Amsterdam data center
for Shell
Monumental consolidation and modernization project
supports Shell future prooﬁng the company’s IT services.
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150,000

Thorsten Rack

Illustrations: Shutterstock (3)

T

alk about a special beginning: an English importer of sea shells and a Dutch purveyor of
lamp kerosene came together to form what is
now the world’s second largest oil and gas company 1. Today, Shell employs 92,000 employ2
ees , consists of four key business: Upstream, Integrated Gas
and New Energies, Downstream, and Projects & Technology 3, and is highly committed to putting technology and innovation at the core of all it does. Clearly, any organization
this advanced requires stable and compliant IT services to
run its daily operations. And that is where T-Systems comes
in. For over nine years, Deutsche Telekom’s corporate customer arm has been supplying Shell with worldwide data
center services. And although its contract was not yet due to
expire, Shell decided at the end of 2016 to extend T-Systems’
contract until 2022. Under it, the IT provider is responsible
for not only delivering market solutions with a high level of
automation and agility, but also for operating data centers in
Munich (Germany), Houston (USA), Cyberjaya (Malaysia) and
Amsterdam (The Netherlands).
And it is Amsterdam, the Dutch city of canals, tulips
and bicycles, located over 60 kilometers from Shell’s headquarters in The Hague, that recently played host to a massive data center consolidation and modernization project.
“The task was to consolidate the hardware and software
from three different data center halls into one single hall at
Amsterdam Data Center 1, and install a new platform for
dynamic computing services (DCS),” said Jo Brobbel, TSystems Delivery Manager responsible for Infrastructure
services. What ensued was an unparalleled race against
the clock that started in December 2015. As Brobbel explained, “The scope was even bigger than that of the Houston IC data center exit project two years earlier, at the time
1

https://www.forbes.com/global2000/list/#tab.overall

2

METERS OF CABLING
were re-installed

the largest data center relocation in our history. This time,
we had to relocate twice as many devices and services in
less than half the time.”

MIGRATING 12,000 TERABYTES OF
CORPORATE DATA

40,000
NETWORK
CONNECTIONS
were eliminated

https://www.shell.com/about-us/who-we-are.html

3

All in all, T-Systems’ team of roughly 200 people transported or disposed of 6,500 servers, storage devices, network appliances and other hardware components – including
1,000 complete server racks. Team members laid 150 kilometers of new cabling, migrated over 1,500 virtual servers,
and transferred nearly 12 petabytes – or 12,000 terabytes
– of corporate data. From the beginning, Shell made its
expectations very clear to its longstanding ICT supplier: no
unplanned interruptions or system failures during the relocation. The servers, after all, hold countless mission-critical
applications and sophisticated IT environments, including
Shell’s Exadata platform with more than 120 databases or
applications supporting the corporation’s oil production,
energy trading and ﬁnancial management activities.
“Besides the ambitious schedule – a complete relocation in only 15 months – we faced two other big challenges.
First, in scope management, we had to identify our core tasks
and the best way to conduct them to make the migration
successful. And with some of the IT changes, we didn’t always have a pat solution to hand, particularly in the begin-

https://www.shell.com/about-us/what-we-do.html

were relocated or disposed of

HARDWARE COMPONENTS

6,500

12,000
TERABYTES OF DATA
were migrated

the people from the other internal IT units and the employees of T-Systems and other technology partners who helped
make this project a success. Our careful preparations paid
off, and I am thrilled with the end result.”

Despite these challenges, the T-Systems team led by Brobbel and Id-Lahcen didn’t stumble. After twelve months, in
December 2016, the hardware and software moved from
Data Center Hall 2 to Hall 1 without a major malfunction.
Three short months later, in March 2017, the relocation of
Hall 3 to Hall 1 ﬁnished on schedule and the sparkling clean
buildings were handed back over to the landlord on June 6,
2017. The project built on experience and methods developed during the Houston IC data center exit project. For
example, the team relied once again on Cisco Overlay Transport Virtualization. This network technology made it possible
to migrate 1,500 virtual servers running dynamic cloud services without having to change IP addresses. That signiﬁcantly lowered the overall administrative effort.
“Other key success factors included careful planning
and close collaboration among all participating teams,” said
Brobbel. “We worked hand-in-hand with AT&T, Hewlett Packard Enterprise and other technology partners and set up
SWAT teams around the globe. Our teamwork with Shell’s
departments was smooth and we highly appreciate the level
of teamwork we experienced from all parties involved.”
Harry de Grijs, Vice President & CIO IT Services and Operations at Shell, concurred: “I’d like to thank the entire team,

Vice President & CIO IT Services & Operations, Shell

LEVERAGING LESSONS FROM HOUSTON

HARRY DE GRIJS,

ning,” explained Khalid Id-Lahcen, T-Systems Program
Manager. The Amsterdam data center’s power requirements
also put the team’s talents to the test. As Id-Lahcen explained, “We had to optimize the storage elements prior to
consolidation since the bundled hardware would otherwise
have consumed too much energy.”

“Our mission is to add measurable value
to our company’s core business.”

NEXT UP: THE UPDATE TO THE STATE-OF-THEART CLOUD PLATFORM
This key strategic project was not over when the three
data center halls were successfully consolidated into one,
however. Shell’s private cloud platform for dynamic computing services also required to be updated from DCS
2.0/2.5 to DCS 3.0, T-Systems’ largest and most advanced
platform. “We transformed the current system, a blend of
customized hosting and storage services, into a model of
market-driven solutions with a high degree of automation,” stated Id-Lahcen. The Exadata databases will run
on this platform in the future, too.
With all said and done, the consolidation and modernization project delivered two key beneﬁts for Shell. First, it
slashed the cost of operating its data centers. Second, the
project future-proofed the company’s IT services. Not only
will DCS 3.0 enable many business applications to run with
more extensive automation, but the platform will also support enhancements and improvements for an extensive
period of time. “Our mission is to add measurable value to
our company’s core business,” said Harry de Grijs, “and that
requires ﬂexible, high-quality services.” Now that its data
centers have been modernized and migrated to T-Systems’
latest platform, it is poised to deliver on that mission.
emily.esmeijer@t-systems.com
www.shell.com
www.t-systems.com/bestpractice/shell
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Nine facts about the dynamics of
smart developments.

30 million

More than

31 billion
US dollars

Chinese households
already have smart home devices,
more than any other country.3

in sales are forecast for 2025 with
enterprise applications in the ﬁeld of
artiﬁcial intelligence.1

64 %
of Germans perform online research
before they make a purchase in the store.

62 %
visit the store to look at the product before
making an online purchase.2
Up to

81 %

50 %
of the energy consumed
by buildings
can be saved using integrated
building management technology.4

of Germans
used a smartphone in 2017.
That is 56 million people.
It was only 36 percent in 2012. 5
More than

3 million
industrial robots

Illustrations: Shutterstock (3), iStockphoto; Fotos: Stocksy, iStockphoto (4), Shutterstock (3)

are expected to be operating worldwide
by 2020. In Germany in 2016, there were
309 for every 10,000 workers.6
According to experts,
the digital health market will grow

99 %
of all government
7

services in Estonia are digital.

sevenfold
by 2026, by a total volume of
140 billion US dollars.8

62 %
of new vehicles purchased
in Germany in 2016
were equipped with parking sensors.9
Sources: 1. Tractica 2. PWC, Store 4.0 – Die Zukunft des stationären Handels, 2015 3. Ovum, Digital Consumer Insights 2017: Smart Living Technology Analysis
4. Ovum, Digital Consumer Insights 2017: Smart Living Technology Analysis 5. Handelsblatt 6. Bitkom Research 7. Die Zeit 8. Wallstreet-Online 9. Statista

